The international youth poetry slam. Brave New Voices Festival that will include an 600 young people to Emory in mid-July for the 2015 involvement with youth poetry will help bring nearly university librarian’s administrative assistant, whose Emory Report features a story on Jamie Weems, the page. Learn more about Pasackow's plans in Zimbabwe attend research seminars and visit area libraries. The grant, which lasts for 42 days, allows her to teach information literacy training courses to librarians in the spring issue of American collections, gives personal archive and Randall K. Burkett, MARBL curator of African world: We're making headlines in Atlanta and around the world: Art adult, from business to medical to urban non-fiction, to children's and young The selections range from fiction and including two librarians. from Emory University staff members, with summer reading recommendations Emory Report recently ran an article with Emory University Community Relations for the Emory Ginger Smith, director of Campus and director of library public programs. Her Smith has held a multitude of positions in service. Community, its extended family, and its deep knowledge of the Emory University Crowdfunding effort started to support documenting Atlanta’s LGBT histories The Emory Libraries and MARBL have launched a crowdfunding effort to support documenting the histories of LGBT activists who helped shape Atlanta’s response to the HIV/AIDS crisis in the 1980s. The project is helmed by Randy Gue, curator of MARBL’s modern political and historical collections, and Dr. Jesse Peel, an Atlanta LGBT activist who has placed his personal archives in MARBL’s LGBT collections. The crowdfunding campaign ran from May 4 to June 24, 2015. The project was awarded an NEH grant that will leverage the funds raised through the crowdfunding campaign to produce an oral history marketing campaign and to create an online digital archive that will be available on the MARBL website. The grant, which lasts for 42 days, allows her to teach information literacy training courses to librarians in summer reading recommendations by Summer reading recommendations by including two librarians. From readings to receptions, don't miss a single event. Find more information about the Bobby Jones exhibit in Scotland Learn more about the Bobby Jones exhibit in Scotland Credit: Reproduced by permission from Press Assn. Images. July 2015 Bobby Jones travelling exhibit heads to St Andrews for The Open Bobby Jones travelling exhibit heads to St Andrews for The Open... Help us inspire creative expression, scholarship, and new knowledge...